Refrigeration Anywhere

REFRIGERTAION
ANYWHERE

MIR

When it comes to improving sales in your store,
design and layout are crucial. But without the
proper equipment, you simply can’t create the
ideal shopping (or selling) experience. With
Mobile Oasis® Island units from Structural
Concepts, you can position refrigerated goods
anywhere in your store, improving the buying
experience for your shoppers while incorporating
unique upsell and impulse-buying opportunities.
Structural Concepts offers two variations of its
Mobile Islands: the MIR model and the MIRF
model. The MIR model is made to display
refrigerated goods, and the MIRF model is made
to display refrigerated goods and frozen goods.

MIR

THINK OF THE
POSSIBILITIES
•

Create impulse hot spots

•

Daypart merchandiser flexibility

•

Cross merchandise within department

•

“What’s For Dinner” meal solutions

•

Promotional placements

ISLAND SIZES

SIMPLE & EASY. Toggle switch communicates with
the controller to automatically change set points to
yield desired case temperatures.

A+ PERFORMANCE. Air flow design and deck
perforations provide a consistent and balanced
temperature range throughout the product area.

Slide-out refrigeration system provides complete
and easy access to all components for efficient
maintenance and service, no tools required.

Product display height of 8-1/4” provides
additional capacity with exceptional visibility
and easy customer access.

Clean Sweep® automatic condenser coil cleaner
option available. This electronically controlled brush
mechanism automatically cleans dust and debris
from the condenser coil daily.

Breeze with EnergyWise self-contained
refrigeration provides dependable consistent
product temperature.

VERSATILE. Three temperature settings,

BUILT TOUGH. Corrosion resistant stainless
steel inner tub and fan shroud and coated
evaporator coil available. Special corrosion
resistant pre-coat applied before paint to protect
surfaces from harsh cleaners and product juices.

Air discharge design features a small heated
insulated glass top panel and acrylic plenum
to create a durable and permanent air chute.

All internal components are easily removed
for cleaning.

MIRF

MIR
3’x2’

3’x3’

3’x6’

4’x4’

4’x5’

4’x6’

MIRF
4’x4’

4’x6’

4’x8’

0°F (frozen), 38°F (red meat) & 40°F (ref.
product), allow operator to easily vary case
temperature to provide the appropriate
product environment for intended display use.

Locking casters provide easy mobility.

Plug and play mobile design allows display to be
moved wherever needed in store.

ABOUT STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS
Established in 1972, Structural Concepts is a leading innovator of temperature-controlled food display cases
for retail operators. Our pioneering, award-winning technology sets the standard for unmatched ease of
operation, longer life, and stronger performance - providing operators with dramatically increased sales and
reduced operating expenses. This innovative engineering and dedication to industry-leading research and
development results in one-of-a-kind technologies that you’ll only find with us.
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